
20. mushroom soup: 
21. noodle soup: 
22. onion soup: 
23. oxtail soup: 
24. pancake soup: 
25. pea soup: 
26. potato soup: 

potato leek soup: 
27. rice soup: 
28. soup flavored with chopped herbs: 
29. tomato soup: 

tomato and cheese soup: 
30. turtle soup: 
31. vegetable soup: 

spring vegetable soup: 
32. wine soup: 

Soups are a staple part of the German diet, served both 
hot and cold. The stocks from which most of them are made 
derive from either FLEISCHBRUHE or BOUILLON (meat 
broth or bouillon), GEFLOGELBROHE or HUHNERBRUHE 
(chicken broth) or HUHNERBOUILLON (chicken bouillon), 
or FISCHBROHE (fish broth). 

These basic stocks can be ei ther KLARE ( clear) or 
GEBUNDENE (thickened). The clear soup is a simple 
bouillon of any of the above, or it is a KRAFTBROHE 
(consomme) when the stock is made stronger by addition 
of lean meat and some vegetables, boiled down and 
strained. It is sometimes listed as DOPPEL TE FLEISCH
BRUHE (double bouillon). 

A variety of additions to clear soups include noodles, 
rice, al l types of dumplings, tiny ravioli, barley, bread, 
beaten eggs, pieces of seafood, fowl or meat, and various 
vegetables. 

There are the traditional CREME or RAHM (cream) or 
POREE (pureed) soups such as cream ot tomato, 
asparagus, mushroom, cauliflower, and lentil , split-pea 
and potato. 

Also there are soups, served both hot and cold, such as 
WEINSUPPE (a liquid base of wine and water), or BIER
SUPPE (a liquid base of beer and water), made with many 
different ingredients, including fruit. The most common 
cold soup in this category is a summer specialty listed 
as KAL TSCHALE or FRUCHTKAL TSCHALE, which can be 
made of any fruit from apricots to strawberries in a white 
wine base. 

KNORR'S _ 

Feinschmecker Suppe 

die Schwammerlsuppe, die Pilzsuppe 
die Nudelsuppe 
die Zwiebelsuppe 
die Ochsenschwanzsuppe 
die Fridattensuppe 
die Erbsensuppe 
die Kartoffelsuppe 
die Kartoffellauchsuppe 
die Reissuppe 
die Krautersuppe 
die Tomatensuppe 
die Kasetomatensuppe 
die Schildkrotensuppe 
die Gemusesuppe 
die Fruhlingssuppe 
die Weinsuppe 

SUPPEN 
(Soups) 

A few well-known soups of foreign origin appear 
frequently on German menus such as " Shark's Fin" , 
" Kangerootail", "Bird's Nest", " Turtle"-all of which are 
canned or packaged. 

Two hearty regional specialties that fall into the soup 
category, though often served as a main course, are 
AALSUPPE from Hamburg (an eel soup), and GAIS
BURGER MARSCH from Stuttgart (a beef and noodle soup). 

Apart from soups of this type, any one of the above 
soups can appear on a menu as the TAGESSUPPE (soup 
of the day), and some restaurants with fixed price meals 
(GEDECK), offer a choice of soup under SUPPE NACH 
WAHL (soup of your choice). 

The phrase MIT EINLAGE means that something is 
added to a clear soup. When . preceded by another word 
such as MIT FLEISCHEINLAGE, it tel ls you specifically 
what has been added, in th is case meat. 

Soups which are a specialty of certain regions will be 
preceded by the regional name such as HAMBURGER 
HUMMERSUPPE (a lobster soup from Hamburg), SCHWA
BISC~E KARTOFFELSUPPE .(a potato soup from Swabia), 
or MUNCHENER LEBERKNbDELSUPPE (a liver dumpling 
soup from Munich). 

A f requent accompaniment to soups are KASESTANGEN 
(cheese straws made of pastry dough), or CHESTER
STANGEN (Cheddar-cheese st raws). 
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